NATO TACTICAL EXPLOITATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT (NTEE)

AIM OF COURSE
To enable NATO students to become specialists in the Tactical Exploitation of the Environment (TEE).

OUTLINE SYLLABUS
The course has two phases
- Phase 1: Three weeks classroom instruction dealing with TEE in Above Water (AW), Underwater (UW) and littoral environments, based in FOST-HM, HMS COLLINGWOOD
- Phase 2: Two weeks practical phase, putting into practice skills taught in Phase one, based in FOST-HM, HMS COLLINGWOOD

RELATED COURSES
HM Common Course

ENTRY STANDARDS
- NATO membership
- Academic standard to be equivalent of 5 GCSEs, including Mathematics and English and 2 “A” Levels
- Meteorology and Oceanography training to be equivalent of UK Post Graduate Certificate in Applied Meteorology and Oceanography